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Abstract 
Topological theory of ventilation network is the basis of mine ventilation simulation system. But there still exists disparity and 
insufficiency between theory and application. On the basis of in-depth study of ventilation network topological theory, the 
concept of the real and the simplest fuzzy topological ventilation network are put forward, and the reason of the occurrence of 
reverse branches after network calculation is explained on the aspects of topological theory of ventilation network. We study the 
automatic generation of the topological relationship and automatic simplification of complicated ventilation network. Through 
simulation of tree growth, we develop a simple, effective and adaptable method, the “Path Tree Depth-first Growth” method, 
which can be used to search all paths of two arbitrary nodes. Different from previous research, the simplified theory of 
ventilation network and the path algorithm are simple, effective and adaptable, which are important to theory research and 
program design. 
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1. Introduction 
Topological theory of ventilation network and path algorithm is a key technology in the popularization and 
application of mine ventilation simulation system [1-4]. They are also the basis of mine ventilation simulation system. 
Although the topological relationship of ventilation network, which is the basis of calculation, analysis and 
optimization for ventilation network, has been put forward for many years, the research is not deep enough. For 
instance, the reason of reverse branches’ occurrence [5] has not been properly explained by the topological theory 
and etc. 
On the basis of in-depth study of topological theory of ventilation network, the concept of the virtual and the real 
topological ventilation network together with the thinking of automatic generation of virtual and real topological 
network and method of automatic generation of ventilation network graph based on real topological ventilation 
network are put forward. Also we go further on the understanding of topology of ventilation network after the 
reason of reverse branch's occurrence has been properly explained in theory. On the basis of real topological 
ventilation network we research the search method of path. Through simulation of tree growth, we develop a very 
simple, effective and adaptable method, the “Path Tree Depth-first Growth” method, which can be used in searching 
all paths of two arbitrary nodes and has great significance on theoretical research and program design.  
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2. The research and discussion of ventilation network topological theory 
Maintenancing the topological relationship of ventilation network is necessary for ventilation simulation and 
ventilation network optimization. The traditional way is manual, and it is inefficient and easy to make mistake [2-3]. 
Many scholars have made research and realized the automatic generation of ventilation network topological 
relationship [1, 2, 6, 7]. But can the ventilation network topological relationship, which is automatic generated, reflect 
the real topological relationship of ventilation network correctly? Why do the reverse branches appear after network 
calculation? Is it necessary to establish the topological relationship of airflow direction when establishing 
topological relationship of ventilation network? The followings would research on these questions based on 
topological theory.  
Topology reflects the spatial relationship between spatial entities. And the spatial relationship, which is called 
topological relationship, doesn’t change with the continuous deformation of entities, and also has nothing to do with 
the dimension and orientation. There are many topological elements in ventilation system, such as nodes, branches, 
the ventilation power plants, ventilation structures and so on. Ventilation system mainly includes two kinds of 
elements: point feature and linear feature, namely nodes, ventilation power plants, ventilation structures and 
branches. Nodes mean the endpoints of the branches. And the branches mean the orderly folded line segments 
between two nodes. 
2.1. Topology relationships of mine ventilation system 
(1) The topological relationship in ventilation system [7] 
What the model of the mine ventilation network reflects is the topological connecting relationship between 
tunnels. Every tunnel corresponds to two nodes, the start and the end. If two tunnels connect at the same node, the 
two tunnels share one node. Several tunnels can share the same node. And the basic topological relationship can be 
divided into four types, association, adjacency, intersection, and separation. 
(2) Features of mine ventilation system topological relationships 
① Branches’ topological relationship with nodes  
One branch corresponds to the start node and end node, pointing to the later one. Besides, there is always a node 
at the intersection of two branches. In the mine ventilation system, there is no isolated node or isolated branch. 
Nodes connect all the branches of the system together. The topological relationship changes with the branches’ 
direction. 
② Branches’ topological relationship with structures and ventilation power plants 
Ventilation structures or the ventilation power plants only belong to one branch. If one branch is deleted, then, 
the corresponding ventilation structures and ventilation power plants will also be deleted. Besides, if deleting a 
ventilation structure or ventilation power plant, the corresponding branch should release its relationship with the 
deleted object. 
2.2. Automatic generation of ventilation network topology relationship [2] 
Nodes and branches are the topological-based representation of the spatial point element and linear element. The 
process of establishing nodes and branches is also the process of establishing their topological relationship. The 
topological relationship of nodes and branches is embodied in their relating relationship. Every branch has a 
corresponding attribute to record its start node and end node. And every node has an inflow and outflow branches’ 
dynamic array, to record the inflow and outflow branches. 
While storing the data of ventilation system, the topological relationship is not memorized. Instead, the 
topological relationship is automatic generated when needed. The real-time maintenance of the topological 
relationship is necessary when it changes. The concrete realization methods for ventilation network topology 
relationship’s automatic establishment and maintenance are as follows: 
(1) Establish the single line figure data of the mine ventilation system (the data can be imported from CAD 
Drawing; point coordinates include X, Y, Z). 
(2) Traverse all the tunnels. Provide that one tunnel intersect with some else tunnels, and intersection point 
doesn’t coincide with the tunnel’s start node or end node, and if there is no air-bridge at the intersection point, then 
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the tunnel divides into two tunnels at intersection point and establishes corresponding false node. Besides the 
attributes relate to the length of all the other tunnels’ features, attributes can be inherited from the original tunnel. 
Use minimum bounding rectangle to make a quick judgment on the relationships, such as intersection. It can reduce 
dealing time greatly. Mutually spanning tunnels should get no further treatment. 
(3) Node match, establishing node, branch relationship and carrying out combining neighbor nodes. 
An exclusive node is necessary when establishing branch topological relationship, therefore node match has to be 
carried out. Travel all the start nodes and end nodes of the tunnels. If the node array is empty, then, add the traversal 
node into the node array. At the same time, number the added node. Or have the node compared with all the nodes 
in the array. I f the distance between them is not shorter than a given distance, then join the node into the node array 
and number it. At last, all the tunnels’ nodes get numbered, that is, the topological relationship between branches 
and nodes is established. 
(4)Judge automatically which tunnel it belongs to from the spatial position of the structures and ventilation power 
plants, namely establish the topological relationship of tunnels with structures and power plants.  
2.3. The related concepts of ventilation network 
For the convenience of research, several concepts below are put forward and defined: 
(1) Virtual topology branch: the branch can’t correctly reflect the airflow direction. 
(2) Virtual topology network: ventilation network which includes virtual topology branches. 
(3) Real ventilation topology network: the ventilation network which has no virtual topology branches. 
(4) Simplest quasi equivalent topological ventilation network: On the basis of compound branch (which is 
simplified by series and parallel connection) and equivalent transformation of parameters, the ventilation network 
(different from real models), which is acquired by the simplification of real topological ventilation network, is called 
quasi equivalent topological ventilation network; The one that can’t be simplified any more on the basis of 
compound branch is called simplest quasi equivalent topological ventilation network; 
(5) Simplest fuzzy topological ventilation network: to combine little resistant branches into a node, or little 
pressed local sub network into a node, and then based on the compound branch (which is simplified by series, 
parallel connection and complicated sub network) and equivalent transformation of parameters, simplify the real 
topological ventilation network, after that, the ventilation network is called simplest fuzzy topological ventilation 
network. 
The automatic generation of topology ventilation network usually contains virtual topology branches, which can’t 
correctly reflect the airflow direction. The reverse branches would appear after network calculation, which can’t 
reflect the real topology relationship. After network calculation, through modifying the start and end nodes of virtual 
topology branches, we can obtain the real topology relationship of ventilation network(mainly referring to airflow 
direction, also including connect relationship), so we can transfer virtual topology branches to real topology 
branches, then this virtual topology network will be converted to real topology network. 
2.4. Simplification of ventilation network  
It is necessary to study the automatic simplification of complicated ventilation network. Simplification process 
and principle of complicated mine ventilation network are shown in Fig.1. 
(1)Virtual topology ventilation network could reflect the connections of branches, but couldn’t reflect the real 
airflow direction. It could be used in network calculation, but can’t be used in the generation of ventilation network 
graph and path searching. We can transfer virtual topology branches to real topology branches by network 
calculation, and then virtual topology network could be converted to real topology network. 
(2)Real ventilation topology network reflects not only the connection relationship between branches, but also the 
airflow directions. It could be used for network calculation, based on which we could use the Longest Path Method 
to automatically generate ventilation network graph [8]. 
(3) Simplest Quasi equivalent topological ventilation network is a simplification of real topological ventilation 
network on the basis of compound branch and equivalent transformation of parameters, which is different from real 
models. The simplest quasi equivalent topological ventilation network could be used in network calculation, 
substantially increase the computational efficiency, decrease the complexity greatly and analyze and simulate the 
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(4)Simplest fuzzy topological ventilation network ignores some details and unimportant characteristics of 
ventilation network. It carries out the simplest progressing on the basis of compound branch and equivalent 
transformation of parameters. Comparing to real topological ventilation network, there are some Controllable errors. 
When studying the macroscopic features of ventilation system, the simplest fuzzy topological ventilation network is 
very useful. For example, when studying the mutual influences of fans’ combined-operation, or sensitivity of 
ventilation system’s branches, the simplest fuzzy topological ventilation network can meet the requirement of 
accuracy; greatly decrease the complexity of system, and substantially increase the computational efficiency. 
（5）The topological structure of ventilation network, as well as mine ventilation system, is becoming more 
complicated. On the basis of network topology analysis, the complexity of network calculation, ventilation system 
reliability, sensitivity, is increasing quickly, which is hard to meet the need of quick dynamic analysis. 
 
Fig. 1. Simplification process and principle of complicated ventilation network 
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3. Researches and realization of path algorithm based on the real topology ventilation network 
The real topology ventilation network is introduced before the correct topology relations between branches and 
nodes. The research algorithm of the paths based on the real topology ventilation network will be conducted below. 
In order to improve the adaptability of the algorithm, multi-source and multi-terminal ventilation network will 
become single-commodity type ventilation network by adding virtual branches and virtual nodes. The ventilation 
network mentioned afterwards will be considered to be single-source and single-terminal ventilation network. 
3.1. Current research situation of path algorithm  
The automatic establishment of the topology relation ventilation network has laid foundation for network 
calculation and air quantity control of mine ventilation system, particularly provided basic data to automatic 
generating of ventilation network graph and searching paths based on the real topology ventilation network. 
The path has extensive applications in research and analysis of ventilation network [9~13], for example: carrying 
out the optimized adjustment using the path method, drawing ventilation network graph and so on. At present, the 
path algorithms mainly contain the matrix technique and the search method.  
When cycling airflow appears in ventilation network, it means there is unidirectional circuit in the network. The 
circuit matrix method will expire. The Liaoning Technical University proposed depth first search method through 
modifying the searching path strategy to adapt to ventilation network with unidirectional circuit, to solve the 
ordinary-searching-strategy-unsettled problem, and search path in ventilation network with unidirectional circuit.  
3.2. The principle of “Path Tree Depth-first Growth” method 
In the ventilation network, intersection of any two directional paths couldn't be null and the way of a tree from 
tree root to leaf occurs also to be non-null. According to these similarities, merging all same parts of node path as a 
tree branch can make a node path tree. However this is a special tree, we usually take the tree root for ventilation 
network as a intake air node, the leaf as a return air node. The intersection of the branches represents the path node. 
This tree is different from a tree in Figure a G(E, V) and this might simulate tree's growth to search paths.  
The node tree's growth process is a process of “Path Tree Depth-first Growth”. Assuming that tree grows from 
the root and branches, then, according to the principle “first branch then leaf”, in other words, when the tree root 
creates, it regenerates one branch. After the growth of one branch, always in one direction, some new branches grow 
from the terminal branch node, then the leaf grows. After the growth of the leaf, then in another direction from the 
terminal branch node grows. If one direction is blocked,branches grow in other directions, if blocked, return to a 
branch node and grow the branches and leaves ...... while returning to tree root, make another branch grow and 
duplicate the fore-cited growth process. If branch can not grow, then growth terminates. Search starts from the leaf 
of the tree to the root and then all paths will be gotten. 
From Fig. 2, we find out that node v3 repeats its ancestor node v3 because of the existence of unidirectional 
circuit. And for this character, in the process of looking for sub-node of every node, the sub-node should be 
compared with its ancestor node. If repeated, then the unidirectional circuit exists and the path should stop looking 
for other nodes at this repeating node. As shown in Fig.3, the terminal node is path for v3, which is not terminal 
node v8 of the demanded path, so it is not the qualified path. And then we can only determine three paths e1->e5-
>e9、e1->e6->e9、e2->e3->e7->e10 in fig.3. 
3.3. The characteristic of “Path Tree Depth-first Growth” method 
“Path Tree Depth-first Growth” will search all paths between two nodes in the ventilation network, simulate 
tree's growth rule and get all paths. The theory is simple. The realization is convenient. The complexity of 
calculating is small. The efficiency is high. The reliability and the compatibility is extremely strong, which can be 
used for both ventilation network of non unidirectional circuit and unidirectional circuit, and for single-source, 
single-terminal ventilation network, multi-source and multi-terminal ventilation network. 
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Fig. 2. (a) Unidirectional circuits in network; (b) Unidirectional circuits of pathway tree 
4. Conclusions  
(1)The concepts about the virtual topology ventilation network and the real ventilation network are put forward. 
The reason why reverse branch would appear after network calculation is explained by the topological theory of 
ventilation network and the automatic generation of network topology relationship is realized. 
(2)Automatic generating ideas about the virtual topology ventilation network, the real ventilation network and the 
solution about ventilation network graph which is automatically generated based on the real ventilation network are 
put forward, and have a certain referential value on ventilation network topology theory and its applications. 
(3)Based on the real ventilation network, by simulating the growth of trees, a new simple, efficient and adaptable 
method called “Path Tree Depth-first Growth” is invented to confirm all the paths between two arbitrary nodes in 
ventilation with certain referential value in program design and theoretical research. 
(4)Simplified principles for ventilation network can speed up the engineering analysis of complicated mine 
ventilation network and provide quick & dynamic technical analyzing means for coal mine safety. 
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